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[11:14] Alan_Greenb: https://st.icann.org/alacdocs/index.cgi?volunteer_aoc_review_team_applications
[12:00] Tina_Dam: Hong: the Fast Track will naturally run through all this time.
[12:00] Nick_Ashton: Morning everyone
[12:00] Darlene: Morning, Nick!
[12:00] Nick_Ashton: rotating betwen session, playing support person for RP
[12:01] Tina_Dam: one thing the ALC might want to consider meanwhile is to ensure that we allow all
language groups, no matter their size in population etc be represented - equally
[12:01] Carlton_Sam: Morning Nick
[12:01] Tina_Dam: ALAC\
[12:01] Tina_Dam: hi Nick
[12:01] Nick_Ashton: morning Tina - what is it, 0300 or something where you are?
[12:01] Tina_Dam: see fx. ths article:
http://www.circleid.com/posts/a_little_flexibility_from_icann_and_we_might_just_get_idns_for_every
one/
[12:01] Tina_Dam: 1am :)
[12:01] PRNinc9503: it is 1 am
[12:01] Nick_Ashton: ah, early then :)
[12:02] Tina_Dam: yes still nice an early - does not get tough untill around 4am...i think
[12:02] PRNinc9503: nick bump me up...
[12:05] Nick_Ashton: Dear all, during your next break we need to update the chatroom software in this
adobe connect window. If you find that you lose your Adobe Connect connection, our apologies; just
relog in
[12:10] christopher: Yes, lost remote sound. Will log in again. CW
[12:23] christopher: Heidi: I get no flags in the top left hand field. Only the welcome text. - ? CW
[12:26] Taifa_Room_: Chrisopher: by flags do you mean you do not see when people put their hands
up?

[12:26] Taifa_Room_: do you not see the attendee list? this is where you would see hands raised.
[12:27] christopher: No. I do not see how to put my own hand up. I see the list of participants. Remote
sound has been restored.
[12:28] Taifa_Room_: their is a button at the bottom of the participant list
[12:29] christopher: Oh. OK.
[12:33] Lutz_Donner: Hi everybody ...
[12:37] Heidi_Ullri: Hi Lutz.
[12:38] Heidi_Ullri: Here is the link to the Aspirational Registrant Rights: https://st.icann.org/raarelated/index.cgi?raa_wg_a_workspace_for_aspirational_registrant_rights
[12:38] Lutz_Donner: Hi Heidi, are you at the place or participating remotely?
[12:40] Heidi_Ullri: I am in Nairobi, Lutz.
[12:51] Heidi_Ullri: The link to the non-lawyer's guide to the RAA is available at:
http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/announcement-15feb10-en.htm
[12:56] wseltzer: Unfortunately, that document is inaccurate
[13:02] Alan_Greenb: Wendy, can you be more specific?
[13:03] wseltzer: For example, "Either ICANN or the registrar may be held liable for failure to comply
with their respective obligations.
[13:03] wseltzer: " fails to mention that the only one who can hold them liable is the other.
[13:03] Carlton_Sam: hmmmm....do you mean.....
[13:04] Carlton_Sam: ah but it says in caveat that the RAA is between ICANN and the Registrar ..and
ONLY they are mutually liable!
[13:04] wseltzer: passive voice obscures the disutility of that mutual agreement to the end--user.
[13:04] Carlton_Sam: so I read it as a "feel good" kinda thing!
[13:05] wseltzer: its description of WHOIS is misleading
[13:05] Carlton_Sam: Yes, u are right on that
[13:07] Carlton_Sam: Directly from the document As the RAA is between ICANN and a Registrar, no one
else â•„ including aRegistered Name Holder â•„ may sue ICANN or the Registrar to claim a violationof
the RAA."
[13:07] Evan_Leibov: https://st.icann.org/raarelated/index.cgi?draft_summary_of_registrant_rights_and_responsibilities

